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	Grand Hotel Oslo By Scandic

	In the heart of Oslo




    
Grand Hotel is located right in the heart of Oslo, on the parade street Karl Johan, with many attraction and shopping just outside the door.
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                    Sleep Grand

                    
There is something magical about taking a break from everyday life and staying at an iconic and venerable hotel like Grand Hotel Oslo.

					See our rooms
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                Celebrating 150 years

                A journey back in time

                Grand Hotel has been a grand venue, a gathering place, and a home for artists, thinkers, and creators for 150 years. Using artificial intelligence, we will recreate special moments dating all the way back to 1874 in honor of Grands rich history. 

                Read more
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                Breakfast in Grand Café

                A Grand start to the day

                Our rich and tasty breakfast buffet is served in Grand Café, on the ground floor. Here we give you the best start to the day, in historic and beautiful surroundings.

                Read more
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				Enjoy delightful meals at Palmen Restaurant

                The restaurant’s innovative and dedicated Chefs have created an exquisite continental menu with a Nordic twist.

                See more

                BOOK TABLE
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				A unique Lobby Bar with a laid-back lounge feeling

				

Othilia is a wonderful meeting spot, as well as somewhere one would visit to taste memorable dishes and delicate drinks.

                See more
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				Exquisite drinks with panoramic views

				At the very top of Grand Hotel one can find delicious cocktails, a wide selection of beer and an extensive wine list served by our creative bartenders, always with a smile.

                See more
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                Afternoon Tea

                

                Invite friends and to experience our popular, and Oslo's best, Afternoon Tea on the weekends.

                Read more
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                        Afternoon Tea

                        
Invite friends and to experience our popular, and Oslo's best, Afternoon Tea on the weekends.
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                        Grand Spa Lunch

                        
Take a well deserved break and recharge your batteries with a relaxing spa visit and a tasty lunch. 

                        VIEW OFFER
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                        The Grand AW 

                        
Unwind and leave the job behind – it’s Thursday after work at Eight Rooftop Bar! Every Thursday from 16:00 to 21:00.

                        VIEW OFFER
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                        Family offer

                        
Treat your family to a Grand stay in Oslo and get a special price on room number two.

                        VIEW OFFER
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                        Tipsy Tea

                        
Welcome to Tipsy Tea – a lively version of our Afternoon Tea, with teapot drinks and sweet and savory snacks in Palmen Restaurant.

                        VIEW OFFER
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                        Spa getaway

                        
Enjoy a relaxing stay at Grand Hotel Oslo, with treatment at Artesia and entrance to the spa included.

                        VIEW OFFER
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                        Bridal Suite

                        
Enjoy your wedding night at Oslo's most iconic hotel, in one of our beautiful suites overlooking Oslo.

                        VIEW OFFER
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                        Gift card

                        
The perfect gift that can be used for accommodation, in Palmen Restaurant or in our bars.

                        VIEW OFFER
                    
                
            


    




	
		Get the latest news and information

		News from Grand Hotel

	
	
	
		
			Subcribe to the newsletter

			
				
	            
	        

	    

	

	
	
		

		
				
					Contact
Email: grand@grand.no
Phone: +47 23 21
                        20 00
Karl Johans gate 31, 0159 Oslo
0159 Oslo - Norway
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	Contact us
	Parking
	Concierge services
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                            Privacy
                        
	
                            Terms and Conditions for meetings and events
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	Facebook
	Instagram
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